How do size-expanded DNA nucleobases enhance duplex stability? Computational analysis of the hydrogen-bonding and stacking ability of xDNA bases.
Computational chemistry (B3LYP, MP2) is used to study the properties of size-expanded DNA nucleobases generated by inserting a benzene spacer into the natural nucleobases. Although the addition of the spacer does not significantly affect the hydrogen-bonding properties of natural nucleobases, the orientation of the base about the glycosidic bond necessary for Watson-Crick binding is destabilized, which could have implications for the selectivity of expanded bases, as well as the stability of expanded duplexes. Consideration of the (stacked) binding energies in the preferred relative orientation of natural and expanded nucleobases aligned according to their centers of mass reveals that the stacking within natural dimers can be increased by up to 50% upon expansion of one nucleobase and up to 90% upon expansion of two nucleobases. The implications of these findings to the stability of expanded duplexes were revealed by considering simplified models of natural and mixed duplexes composed of four nucleobases. Although intra- and interstrand interactions within double helices are typically less than those predicted when nucleobases are stacked according to their centers of mass, some nucleobases utilize their full stacking potential within double helices, where both intra- and interstrand interactions can be significant. Most importantly, increasing the size of nucleobases within the duplex significantly increases both intra- and interstrand stacking interactions. Specifically, some interactions are double the magnitude of the corresponding intrastrand interactions in natural helices, and even greater increases in interstrand interactions are sometimes found. Thus, our work suggests that mixed duplexes composed of natural bases hydrogen bound to expanded bases may exploit the increase in the inherent stacking ability of the expanded bases in more than one way and thereby afford duplexes with greater stability than natural DNA.